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ABSTRACT

There are two types of nonspreading localized wave forms representing a stable, in-
dividual, indivisible, single quantum particle with interference properties endowed with
classical (hidden) parameters, i.e. initial positions and velocity: coherent states and
wavelets. The first is exactly known for oscillator, the second for free particles. Their
relation and their construction is discussed from a new unified point of view. We then
extend this contraction to the Coulomb problem, where with the introduction of a new
time variable T, nonspreading states are obtained.
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1 Introduction

The two essential properties of the electron to be reconciled are (1°) the stability, local-
izability and indivisibility, and (2°) the wave property. Therefore to describe a single
individual quantum particle we need a localized, nonspreading solution of the wave equa-
tion. A wave packet does not work, it spreads, the more, the more localized it is. There
are two types of nondispersive localized solutions of the Schrodinger (or other types of)
wave equation:

a) a coherent state of Schrodinger type, which so far only works exactly for an oscillator
potential,

b) a localized wavelet of the de Broglie-type, which so far only works exactly for a
free particle, or free particle with boundary conditions.

The first is a very special superposition of stationary states. The second is a boosted
(moving) nonstationary, standing wave-ball.

This paper deals with the comparison and generalizations of both.
In particular we discuss the interesting case of Kepler orbits.

2 New Derivation of Generalized Oscillator
Coherent States

I first give a new derivation of the generalized oscillator coherent states based on an
arbitrary stationary state un(x) of the oscillator, not just the ground state, which will
also show its connection with the wavelets. The standard methods are well known 1K

We wish to find a solution of the Schrodinger equation (h = 1)

iij>t = - - L Az^ + VxP (1)

of the form _
{x) eihl*# (2)

where F is a localized wave whose center is moving according to the trajectory

x = ~g(t) • (3)

The insertion of (2) into (1) yields the equation

VF 1 AF 1 VF V* i VF _ ,

J - V ( x ) . (4)
m $ 2m vf 2m 2m

Here the argument of F(r) is r = x — g(t).
Now for the oscillator potential we have the special property that

V = - mu>V - - mw2(r + g)2 = \ mu>2(?2 + 2 r • ? + ? 2 ) • (5)



We now impose on F the condition of being the nth stationary state of the oscillator

~2m~ &F*(r) + \rmo'172F = En Fn . (6)

Consequently, (4) becomes

. 1 VF V * i VF
£ + +. — + - _

m * 2 m * 2 m 2rn

-mw 2 7 • g ~~ mw2g2 . (7)

This equation can be solved by choosing the phase h such that

Vh = m j , hence A/i = 0 (8)

and \P = 1, which gives

htt = —En ~ -— m2g2 - mu? 7 • g —-

Integrating (8) we have h(x,t) = m g • x +f(t), hence

mg -x + f = ~En - — g2 - mu>2(x -g - g2) - - mu2g2

__ tft 4 n TUX 0 0 1 —"• —k

= -En ~~2 9 +~2 u 9 ~ mw x'g '

We then obtain for g the differential equation

9 = -"29 (9)

i.e., the classical oscillator, and / = — En — | mg2 + | mu2g2. The energy of the oscillator
is En = | mg2 + | mLU2g2, so that / = —mg2, and our solution is

ij> = un(x - g{t)) e'-t"*-*-"./*2*) . (10)

For the classical trajectory

g(t) = Xo cos Lit-\ smut

g(t) = — ujxosinut + vQ cosuit .

The phase in Eq.(2) <f> = m^ • x — mfg2dt becomes, after integration

<f>n — m(v 0 cos<jjt — u) x 0 sinwf) • x —m - xoUocos2cji I UJQXI I sin2o;d — Ent

which shows that the phase is the same for all Un and equal to the phase of the Schrodinger
coherent state

*}> = uo{x - g{t)) e^ . (12)



3 Solution for de Broglie—Wavelets

In order to exhibit the wavelet solution we go back to Eqs.( l)-(4) . First for free particles,

V = 0, we may choose W(x) = e ' * r , V * / $ = ij,h = - ^ , ^ r = -k2. Hence (4) gives

.VF . 1 AF 1 VF . - 1 j 2

^ + t ' 9 = + - l k + k

which is solved for g = k /m — v or g = v t and

it2)JF
1 = 0 . (13)

Alternat ively , we could have chosen $ = l,h = ut + k • x,g — k /m, giving t h e s a m e
e q u a t i o n ( 1 3 ) . T h e final form of t h e wavelet is

r{, = Fa(x-x0-vt)ei{k-*-"t) (14)

u = $l-k2/2m, ~k=mv (15)

and FQ is any solution of the Helmholtz equation

AFU + 2mnFQ = 0 , (16)

the simplest (s-wave) being
r)

V r
The solution (14) can also be viewed as the Galilei boosted rest frame solution

V>( v = 0) = Fa(r) e~iat (18)

where the wave function gets, as is well known, an extra phase

e
i(m v • x + 4 mu2!) (19)

Wavelet solutions have also been discussed for the relativistic case 2*. The wave equa-
tion Oip = 0 admits solutions of the form (18) which now boosted by Lorentz transfor-
mations gives

- " 2 / c a (20)

so that we have the dispersion relation (analogue of (15))

which is that of a massive particle, although we started from a massless wave equation.
The group velocity v and the phase velocity u = uj/k are related by uv = c2.

Maxwell's equation also have wavelet solutions, showing that light can travel with
group velocity less than c 3', or with group velocity faster than c 4', as well as massless
Dirac equation.



4 Comparison of Wavelets and Coherent States

Both the coherent states and the wavelets are nonstationary and have the general form

$ = F(x -~ h^]

For the coherent states F is obtained from a stationary state of energy, say the ground
state. Hence the size of the nonspreading lump is of the order of the size of the wave
function, (maj/2ft)1/'2. The size of the wavelet is given by the internal frequency fi in
the rest frame, r ~ c/Q which from the dispersion relation (21) can be identified with
r ~ ~, (fi = me2/%), i.e. the Compton wavelength of the particle.

It is for this reason that wavelets have been used to develop a description of individual
localized indivisible quantum particles in the "Quantum theory of single events" 5K

The energy and momentum of the wavelet, calculated as integrals over the densities,
is proportional to OJ and k- Thus although classical, they incorporate the basic quantum
relations. Furthermore, in the limit, when the internal frequency Q of the wavelet tends to
infinity, F approaches a fi-function and we obtain classical mechanics. On the other hand,
if wej,ake an ensemble of wavelets with different initial conditions x 0, v 0 and average
over x 0, for example, we obtain the standard quantum theory with its probabilistic
interpretation.

For an arbitrary potential approximate solutions can be given if the wavelet is highly
localized around a classical trajectory 6).

In the presence of boundary conditions, for example, parallel mirrors, diffraction and
interference slits, one may construct wavelets by the method of images, or by the method
of Green's functions. One can then see the localized wavelets bounce back and forth
between the mirrors, diffract and interfere. This is then truly a mechanics with individual
waves, a "wave mechanics". Also in discussing problems like quantum chaos we think one
should use the wavelet solutions rather than the probabilistic wave function.

In the case of diffraction, it has been shown that the wavelet solution in the Frauenhofer
region is of the form 6'

where ^ is the solution of the wave equation with the boundary conditions of an aperture
calculated with plane waves, and F is the localization function of the wavelets. Thus each
ij) samples a small portion of \&A representing a single event. The average of ip over XQ
gives back the probabilistic amplitude ip^.

5 Coherent States and Wavelets on Kepler Orbits

The main problem is now how to extend the solutions to arbitrary potentials both for
coherent states and for the wavelets.

It seems difficult to solve Eq.(4) for a general V{x),
An interesting case is the Coulomb potential. The history for this case is long 3. Either

the solutions are approximative or they spread.
A nonspreading solution has been found provided one uses a new time coordinate 7K

3A list of references for the coherent states of the Kepler problem is given in Ref.7.



If we use the Kustanheimo-Stiefel transformation the Coulomb problem can be mapped
into an Euclidean four-dimensional oscillator by

xi = 2(qlq3 - q2q4), x2 = 2{qxqA-\-q2q^)7 x3 = q\ + q\ - q\ - q\ (22)

from which we have

r = (x\ + x\ + xW = q\ + q\ + q\ + q\ (23)

and

where

0qx dq2 Oq4 Oq3

For Kepler-symmetry

In Eq.(l) we set

Then x satisfies

We now pass to a new

and set

Then ip satisfies

we have

W

time variable

X

JEt

!

2m

Tby

dT

X =

= 0 .

v - e2
r

e2

r

= dt/r

eie%T<p .

(26)

(27)

(28)

or, using (23)-(26)

(29)
fi = 4m, w = (-£/2m)1 / 2 .

Eq.(29) is now a four-dimensional oscillator in the time variable T, where coherent states
are given by Eq.(lO), namely

= Un(qA - gA(T)) e ^ " " / ^ . (30)



Here q& and g^ are four-dimensional. The phase in (29) is again given by the four-
dimensional version of (11). Going back to Eq.(27) our final solution is

(31)

Using the condition (26) on (31) one can show in a similar way as in Ref. these
states represent two-dimensional non-spreading wave forms, in time T, lying in the plane
of the orbit, whose center moves along Kepler ellipses.

The underlying geometric group-theoretical reason for this construction is the follow-
ing.

It is known that for the Coulomb Hamiltonian the operator 6 = r{H — E) is a much
nicer operator than H itself. It has discrete spectrum, in fact it is essentially the operator
for the principal quantum number n 8K According to a theorem in Hajniltonian systems,
the integral curves belonging to H — E in time parameter t, correspond in the new
"Hamiltonian" 0 = G(q)(H — E) to new energy B = 0 in the time parameter T, where

dtT(t) = /'
JtQ G(g(t))

for each integral curve g(t) of H; in our case G = r.
We also see a further remarkable symmetry of the Kepler problem: all states for fixed

coupling constants e2 and different energies En — —\ f̂- on the one hand, and all states
of a family of Coulomb problems with fixed energy E, but different coupling constant
e£ = n J - 2 E / m from two isormorphic representations of the same dynamical algebra 9^.

In order to find the wavelet forms for the Kepler problem, we write Eq.(l) after KS-
transformation as

dT ( 1 1 2 e2\ ,
• dt \ 2m Ar

Hence, with (28), we have directly

*.' = (-£D?-«1)*- <32>
a free particle in four-dimensions in the time variable T. In the rest frame of the wavelet
we set

$ = F(\q\)e-iUt (33)

and obtain

Helmholtz equation in four-dimensions (Euclidean). The Galilean boosted states are then

tp = F(q — qo ~ vt) e( v ' {35J

where

k = nv, u> = 0 + —- . (36)
ZfJ,

Again we have to impose the condition (26)

Xtp = 0 . (37)

Pictures of such coherent states riding on Kepler orbits will be given elsewhere l0K In
the time variable T they do not spread, but in ordinary time t, they change shape but
come to the original form periodically, i.e. they do not spread all over.

6
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